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This book addresses the challenges of conducting program evaluations in real-world contexts where

evaluators and the agencies face budget and time constraints and where critical data is missing.

The book is organized around a seven-step model developed by the authors, which has been tested

and refined in workshops. Vignettes and case studiesÃ¢â‚¬â€¢representing evaluations from a

variety of geographic regions and sectorsÃ¢â‚¬â€¢demonstrate adaptive possibilities for small

projects with budgets of a few thousand dollars to large-scale, long-term evaluations. The text

incorporates quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-method designs and this Second Edition reflects

important developments in the field over the last five years.
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This book represents a significant achievement. The authors have succeeded in creating a book

that can be used in a wide variety of locations and by a large community of evaluation practitioners.

--Michael D. Niles (10/26/2011)"This book is exceptional and unique in the way that it combines

foundational knowledge from social sciences with theory and methods that are specific to

evaluation. --Gary Miron (10/26/2011)"The book represents a very good and timely contribution

worth having on an evaluator s shelf, especially if you work in the international development arena.

--Thomaz Chianca (10/26/2011)"Best text I ve found for introducing evaluation design AND critical

thinking, especially as it relates to current and generally accepted practice, as well as the crucial

grounding in real world concerns. --Mara L. Schoeny (10/26/2011)" This book represents a
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Really great handbook for evaluators. It can serve as an introduction to evaluation for a relative

beginner or can be used by higher-level experts stuck on a certain topic. The worksheets in the

appendices are great. I really enjoyed reading this. Fantastic resource for international development



evaluation specialists

Got this book on Kindle app but it doesn't display the page numbers. It goes by sections only. I am

very Tech-Savy and did plenty of research but the author didn't include the page numbers so it

doesn't come up in the application. If this is for class, it is very difficult to follow along when

professor asks you to go to a specific page number..

This book was the assigned text for a doctoral course in policy evaluation in a college of education.

The book lays out a thoughtful process for program evaluation, and this was easily adapted by the

instructor and students to apply to the policy analysis domain.The book is well-organized and uses

easy to understand concepts and flow charts that could assist anyone charged with a program or

policy evaluation.This book will be a reference book on my shelf for many years in the future.

Difficult read, referenced it for class very little

Book was needed for a college course. Arrived in excellent condition without markings and ready to

use.

Good overview, may not be quiet "real world." But helpful in framing the workd of evaluation and the

struggles to gather quality evaluation findings.

I love it. It was in a very good condition!

Great condition!
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